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1. Introduction

c

This is an introduction to the first four lectures of this course. These
lectures are an attempt to provide some overview and review of the
various kinds of expansions-Mayer expansions, high-temperature ex-
pansions, expansions about Gaussians-which  are being used in
mathematical work in statistical mechanics and quantum field theory.
Another course will be devoted to lattice gauge field theory and will be
given by John Imbrie.

To illustrate the theme of these lectures, consider a probability
measure of the form

dp(+) := 2-l dp(4) e-v(‘) , - (1.1)

where 4 = (&), i E A, is a large collection of variables, dp is a
probability measure with especially simple properties such as a product
measure. V is a perturbation which ruins the factorisation properties of
dp, for example

We s:iotiid like to formulclte ~;:~all:;c:ss  cocdition~  on V so t”?t wme
remnant of factorisation should remain. For example the set A that labels
the variables usually comes with some notion of distance, e.g., it is
frequently a subset of a lattice Zd which is a discrete approximation to
space-time and then if i, j E A are well-separated lattice points, we hope
to prove

(cf+; +j) = 0 (e.g. SC, exp(-c,li - jl)) . (1.2)

We should like to prove such statements with cl, c2 independent of the
size of A: indeed, in the sense of limits outside integrals, A is generally
an infinite set,

t
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Cluster expansions 133

The standard approach for investigating this type of question is to
consider the logarithm of the partition function 2

log Z(h) := log 1 dp exp( -V + 2 h,b,) ,
iEA

where we have modified the original 2 by adding the parameters h.
Taking the log tests the factorisation properties of 2: for example

(4i; 4j> =
h=O ’ (1.3)

Notice that if V= 0, multiple derivatives of log 2 with respect to distinct
h’s vanish because log 2 is a sum of functions of one variable. In this
case we say log Z is local in h.

The expansions described in these notes are of the form

log Z(h) = c K(X, h) ,xcn (l-4)

where K(X, h) depends only on hi, i E X, is analytic in h for all hi small,
i E X, and there is an estimate to the effect that, provided V is small and
approximately local, the sum converges for h small. In particular, the
terms K(X, h) are small when Xis either large or very spread out so that
factorisation properties such as (1.2) follow by differentiating with
respect to hi and hi. In particular, an expansion of this form is a natural
generalisation of the situation when V= 0 because then K(X, h)
vanishes unless X is a single-element set, i.e. log 2 is local.

The expansion we have just discussed, where dp is a product
measure, is generally called a high-temperature expansion. The underly-
ing approximation, V= 0, is a system of independent spins. For
quantum field theory or the study of critical phenomena, the measure
dp is not a product measure but a Gaussian measure so that we are
trying to expand in corrections to a Gaussian. Conventional pertur-
bation theory for quantum field theory accomplishes this, but generally
is asymptotic rather than convergent. The expansions we describe are
the closest we have so far been able to come to perturbation theory and
still retain convergence. These expansions are often called cluster
expansions.

The Mayer expansion is an expansion in corrections to the ideal gas.
We suppose we have a bounded region L? C Rd. An ideal gas in 0 is a
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measure on PO(O) = all finite sequences (x1, . . . , xN), N arbitrary, of
0. The measure is

2,
l $ dx, . . . dx, . (Counting measure in N) .

The normalisation factor, which is known as the grand canonical
partition function, is

2, = 2 c j-
N=O N !  ON

dx, . . .dx, ,

where z is a parameter called the activity which determines the average
N and thus the density Nlvol(R).  The Mayer expansion is an expansion
for the log of a perturbed 2,:

log 2 := log c $.IRN dNX emV(“l’. . . JN) ,

The Mayer expansion is a power series in z. It converges when 1 z 1 is
small and V is small when evaluated on configurations x,, . . . , x,,, for
which the differences xi - xi are all large.

An obvious generalisation of the ideal gas we have just presented is to
replace (0, dx) by an abstract measure space (0, K) where K is a finite
measure. A particularly important example, which we discuss in some
detail, is called the polymer system:

K(X,) . . . K(X,) e-V(Xl.’ ’ . ’ pxN) ,
* x,, ,x*rcn

where the “polymers ” Xi are summed over all finite subsets of a finite
set A and K assigns a weight to each such set. Thus R : = all finite subsets
of A. V is frequently a hard core interaction which means
VW,, . - * 7 X,)=~ifXinXj#@foranyi#j,l~i,j~N,otherwise
v= 0.

The sects. 2-5 attempt to present all these expansions together with
accurate estimates on convergence in a fairly unified manner using some
recent combinatoric  ideas due to Federbush and Battle. Sect. 6 is an
illustration of the same philosphy, but there the expansions are being
applied to analyse a self-avoiding random walk. This is actually a more
complicated problem because the perturbation is not approximately
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local and a naive high-temperature expansion does not converge. Thus
sect. 6 is supposed also to illustrate the ideas of the renormalisation
group [l] ‘in a relatively simple context.

Unfortunately, gauge field theories present special problems which
make the simple expansion about a Gaussian that we describe in sect. 4
not suitable. In sect. 5 we have made a not totally satisfactory attempt to
explain these problems -and the best method presently available for
dealing with them. This, section, then, is a prelude to John Imbrie’s
lectures.

Much of the material presented in these lectures has by now quite a
long history and many applications. The most recent need for efficient
methods of taking the logarithm will be seen in the lectures by
Kupiainen and Gawedski, John Imbrie and others concerning the
construction of effective actions in the renormalisation group. For
background and further points of view on these expansions, we
recommend the books by Seiler [2] and Glimm and Jaffe [3].

1 .l. Notation and conventions

Our expansions will not make explicit mention of the parameters h and
z mentioned above. This is mostly because they can be assumed
absorbed into the measures dp or their analogues in our arguments
below.

We use the notation IX] to denote the cardinality of a set X. On a
lattice Zd distances are also denoted by absolute values and in this case
the norm equals the maximum component.

2. Connected parts, high-temperature expansions

Let Xw := {1,2,. . .} label objects interacting with a Gibbs factor
I):= exp(-V) d fi de ne on finite subsets. For example, frequently V has
the two-body form:

V(X) = ~ C vij  .
ijEX

(2.1)

The starting point for high-temperature expansion is to define connected
parts GC = (exp( - V)), by:

(c/,(X) := q!(X), if IX]= 1.
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otherwise $I is determined by recursively solving. . . a-

$(X>:= c II k(Y) -
IIEpartitions  of X YEZI

(2.2)

The point of defining the connected parts is that they formally solve the
problem of taking the log of a grand canonical partition function, e.g., if

z = N!. $ 1 dp(X1) - . - dp(xN)  emvcxl?.  f . ) xlv) ,

where d,u is a finite measure on a space R then (see appendix A>

log Z = N!. $ 1 dNp(xl, . . . , xN) (e-v’X1’. . ,xN) > c * (2.3b)

At the moment nothing is being claimed about convergence. These

statements only mean that if dp is replaced by z dp then the expansions
hold as formal power series in z. This expansion is called the Mayer
expansion.

(2.3a)

For spin systems on a finite lattice L?, spins 4 = (4JxEA, the
expansion of the Gibbs factor does not immediately yield the log but
instead produces a polymer system: in this case, with $(A) =
exP(-W)),

2 = I IT dP(4x) 5w> = ,,part;ons of A YEnI-u dYp UY)
XEA

=; j$ IY I!+$ 'k,,YJ)
' y,, . . . .Y,,uYi=A 1

where the Y’s are disjoint. If at the outset d,u is normalised:

dp(4) eVvCy) = 1, if IYl = 1,

then some easy manipulations show that we can drop
U Yi = A if at the same time we omit the Y’s with I YI = 1
i.e.

I dnp $(A) =C A y . C fi K(K) 3
1, e.3 YNCA 1

disjoint

(2.4)

the condition
from the sum,

(2Sa)

.
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where

K(Y):=/dy~&(Y),  ifIYI>l,

137

:=O, ifIYI=l. (2Sb)

The right-hand side of (2Sa) is called a polymer system. In fact it-is an
example of a grand canonical ensemble as above in (2.3a) with
fl : = {finite subsets C A}. The disjointness of Y1, . . . , YN is g
interaction:

hard core

+‘(y,,  . . . , yN) : = e-v’(yl, . . yyfd) ,

V'(Y,, . . . , YN) := 4 c U'(Yi, r,) ,
i#j

and v’(X, Y) = 0 if X n Y = 0, =a otherwise. Consequently
.~

(2.6)

we obtain

= cN j$ y,, ,y,cn K(YJ - - - ~ok)~~(yl~ - * * 7 YN) *c P-7)

This is slightly confusing (because there are two $‘s and $c’s)  example of
“if at first you do not succeed, then expand and expand again”! This way
of constructing the log of a spin-system partition function first appeared
in [4].

These expansions are really systematic corrections to the ideal gas for
(2.3) and the independent spin system = product measure for (2.5). We
will see that they are convergent when the interactions are small.

Neither expansion is directly relevant for perturbations “around a
Gaussian”:

z= j$ [d”+exp(-f  z ddxy~y)  exp(-V(4)>,

N = normalisation for Gaussian part, because here we want an expan-
sion in corrections to a Gaussian induced by the perturbation V. (The
expansions above would involve expanding the Gaussian part as well as
V-1
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3. Convergence of high-temperature expansions

The definition of connected part does not provide an effective method
of calculation. The standard calculation procedure [5] is to verify that
1cI,(X)  is the sum of connected graphs on X, e.g. for the case of two-body
potentials (2.1)) we prove in appendix A

(e-V(x))c  = C n (e-“Y - 1) I-j e-4°C . (3.1)
GEconnected ijEG
graphs on X

,
iEX

This has the advantage of being closed form but it yields nonabsolutely
convergent series for the log of the partition function because there are
too many connected graphs in many situations. I will explain another
representation. For each pair i, i E X introduce a parameter Sij E [0, l]
and define a modified two-body potential by

v(x,  ‘> ‘= ~ Ajax vijsij  ,. .
(Sij  = Sji)  . (3.2)

The introduction of such parameters can ruin desirable properties of V
such as stability.

Definition. V is stable if V(X) 2 0 for all X.

The standard definition allows a lower bound by -const.  IX]. Our
definition is not less general because the diagonal parts of V can be
adjusted to alter such a lower bound to zero (absorb the adjustments
into a change of dp in (2.3a)).

Definition. V(X, s) is said to be a convex decoupling of V(X) if it is a
convex linear combination of V(X) and potentials of the form C V(Yi),
where U Yi = X and the Yi’s are disjoint.

If V is stable, any convex decoupling is stable. Self-energies (i.e.,
diagonal parts) are unchanged.

Theorem 3.1. To each connected tree graph on X is associated a
probability distribution dp, for sii, i, j E X so that for any V,

i‘

(e-V(X))c = c n (-v..) dp,(s)  e-V(X’“)
T on X ijET

‘I I
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and dp, is supported on s such that V(X, s) is a convex decoupling of
vf>~

Proof. See appendix A.

Precursors to the representation appeared in [6] and 171. Its present
attractive and useful form is really due, to Battle’and Federbush [8,9].
The essential step in their arguments may be paraphrased as follows:
suppose the representation of theorem 3.1 holds for some measures
which are possibly not probability measures. Apply the identity to a
potential V (T) for which vii = 0 unless ij E T or i = j, where T is a fixed
tree graph on X. Compare the resulting expression for (exp -V”‘),
with the one which results from using (3.1) to obtain

I-I e - $Uji
Khe

iEX ijE T
-“i/ - 1) = n (-vij) 1 dp,(s)  e-v(‘)(x,s)  . (3.3)

ijE T

Now choose vii = E if ij E T or i = j and compare terms of leading order
in E as E L 0 on both sides to obtain 1 = s dp.(s)l. This proves that the
measures dp, are probability measures.

Corollary 3.2.
(a) If V is stable then

I(e-V(X)),1  6 C n IuijI .
TonXijET

(b) If V is repulsive, i.e. vii 3 0 all i, j and vii = 0, all i,

I(e-V(X))cI  d C n lee” - 11 .
TonXijET

Proof. The first part is an immediate consequence of the theorem. The
second part is proven by replacing V(X, s) by VtT’(X, s) in the
right-hand side of the representation in the theorem. This makes the
right-hand side bigger. Now apply (3.3). The second part was already
known a long time ago [lo, 111.

We now use these estimates to give simple proofs of convergence of
Mayer expansions. For original references see ref. [12], p. 104. The
arguments I present derive from ref. [7] and particularly from a paper by
Cammarota [13]. See also ref. [2], p. 29.
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Convergence of the Mayer expansion. We return to the grand canoni-
cal partition function (2.3a) and assume that V is stable so we can apply
the bound (a) of the corollary so that lr

lhs 4 = lx & 1 dNP (0,~
c

1
d -

N! 2 j”dNp n
T o n  {l,. ,N} ijE T

IvCxi, “j>l

d c $ NN-2sup/dNp  n Iv
T

Cxi,  xj>l 7
ijE T

using Cayley’s theorem (number of trees = NNm2). Now estimate the
contribution of a tree graph, T, by stripping off its outermost branches,
using

I
dp(y) Iv(x, y)l <sup

I dtL(Y)  I+, Y)l := 4 7 (3.5)x

and working inwards to obtain

llog 21 d 2 G Pwc?N-l 7 (3.6)

p(L!) is the volume-of-configuration space-factor that comes from the
last integration done in rolling up the tree graph T. Evidently con-
vergence is assured. if qe < 1, i.e.

e yp I Q-0) Iv(x7 HI <1 - (3.7)

Thus we have proved

Theorem 3.3. The Mayer expansion (2.3b) converges if either

(a) Vis stable and e supX s dp(y) Iv(x, y)l< 1, or
(b) V is repulsive and e supX J dp( y) le-V(xl ‘) - 11-c 1.

Case (b) looks as if it applies to the polymer Mayer expansion (2.7), but
when the appropriate transcriptions are made one finds that (b)
becomes
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e sup c IK(Y)I lemUcxy  y, - 11 < 1 ,
xcn Y

W)

which is never satisfied for A large because of the supremum. Recall

exp(-v(X,Y))-l=O,  unlessxnY#fl.

Fortunately we can do the estimates more cautiously [13]. In the above
proof of convergence we can do the sum over tree graphs in (3.4) by
summing first over tree graphs with fixed incidence numbers
dl,“‘, d,, di := number of lines meeting vertex i, e.g.

dl, ,d,v T,d fixed

c (N - 2)!
d d (d,-l)!*..(dN-l)!  T,“,~~ed”‘)‘* (3.9

We have used Cayley’s theorem on the number of tree graphs with
incidence numbers d,, . . . , d,. The factors (di - l)! in the denominator
are an instance of the “extra factorials” found by Federbush and Battle
[14]. With this extra step it is now easy to show that (3.8) improves to

m 1
Q:=d~~d?~~~y~xlK(Y)I/Yld<l. (3.1Oa)

(See appendix A.) The factors I Y] count the ways polymers can overlap.
In translation-invariant situations this is

sup c IK(Y)I elY’ < 1
X Y3x

(3.10b)

and the qualitative form of this estimate cannot be improved because
elY’ represents a partition function of small polymers swimming around
inside a big polymer. A big polymer Y will not be stabilised against
indefinite growth unless its activity K(Y) is smaller than the partition
function which represents what the system could put in its place, which
is smaller polymers (with possibly negative activities, since we are
proving a radius of convergence type theorem). It is of course possible
that constants can be improved. See ref. [15] p. 110 for an example of
better constants.
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Theorem 3.4 (implicit in [13]). If

K(Xl) * * * K(XN) )* x1,. ,x,&n
disjoint

then

logZ=~ j$ c K(X,)- K(XN)k(Xl, - * - 7 xN)* X,,...,XNCA

.-.- c I N
N

satisfies the bound

where Q is defined in (3.10).

It is possible by the same methods to prove more general (and useful!)
theorems [16-181 where polymers X and Y have constituents that
interact with each other. Here is one such theorem: Define a polymer X
to be a collection of constituents,

(x1, x2,. . . ) xP) E (0, p) , p arbitrary
>

.

Let the interaction v’ between two polymers be inherited from a stable
interaction between its constituents,

v’(X, Y) := c v(x, y)
xEX’,yEY’

vyx,, . . Y~,)=$ c
i,j=l

V’(Xij’  Y,) .
> , N

The Gibbs factor is

twL * * ’ TxN)‘=exp(-v(xl,. . . ,xN)).

Let dp’ be a measure on the space of all polymers.
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Theorem 3.5. For the polymer system described above with

Z = z +, j” @‘(X1) - - * d&(X,,,) It’(x,, - - vxN),
then

log 2 = ; $ j- dNp’ $:,

with

+, dNj+,!/+
. I (Q sup 1 d/-40 I+, y)$n:W 7N x

with

Q := 7 $, sup(I,,+ do’ IX]“)  .. x

If V is repulsive then the v(x, y) may be replaced bj lexp(-v(x, y)) - 11
in the upper bound.

This type of theorem was put to good use in refs. [16,17] by Gopfert
and Mack. They realised that it is not necessary to expand all of a Gibbs
factor into connected parts (by (2.2)) all at once. One can instead split V
into short and long range parts, V= Vs + VL, and expand only the Gibbs
factor corresponding to Vs. This creates a new grand canonical partition
function whose “particles” are the polymers created by the connected
parts of $C(Vs). The constituents of these polymers are the original
particles which continue to interact through the VL Gibbs factor. In
other words they get into the framework of theorem 3.5 which is applied
to finally get the logarithm. This two-stage Mayer expansion (and more
generally n-stage expansions) can give better regions of convergence
than one-stage Mayer expansions, particularly on problems with several
length scales.
Exercise. Prove theorem 3.5.

4. Expansions about Gaussian measures

Consider a partition function of the form

w> = / Q-w F(A) 7
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where dp is a normalised Gaussian measure on variables 4 = (4x)x,-n
mean zero and covariance C,,. F(A) is a function of 4 with some c
factorisation properties: We assume A decomposes into blocks x’ E A’
so that A = U,,,,, x’ and F(A) has the form

F(A) = F(A’) = n Fx,(@x,)  ,
XI 64

where GX,  = ($x)xEx,. All sets are finite. We assume that the functions F’,
have been normalised so that

I d/.+$) F,(Q) = 1 (cf. (2.4)) . (4-l)

Cluster expansion.

m> = ,$, j& c K(Y;)*  * * K(Yh) ,
- Yi.. . ,YhCA

K(Y') ='Iic dp,(s)
T

disjoint

UL if IY’(=l,

I dpsx,ycT (Axry.)QY’)  , otherwise  ,

(4.2)

where: dpT(s) is the probability measure of theorem 3.1 on s = (s+,),
x’y’ E T; dp., is the Gaussian measure with covariance C,..s,,,  where
s

XY
= s xryt  when x E x’, y E y’, s,, = 1 if X, y belong to the same block.

A .-
x ’y ’  *,- c LC a

xEx’,yEy’ w xy a+y * (4.4)

Proof. We prove it for the special case where each F,, is a polynomial.
The identities then extend to a more general class of functions (such as
FX,  E C” with exponential bounds on derivatives by continuity of each
side of (4.2), (4.3) on such a class.

For FXO a polynomial, all x’, we have

j- 444) mu = exp( t L,ctn Ax.,.)FW~  ~=. 7 (4.5) -

where the exponential is defined by its power series which automatically
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truncates on F(A’). This relation is the familiar statement that the
L kernel of exp(tA) is a Gaussian. We now set exp( $ C A,,,.)  := $(A) and

expand it into connected parts by (2.2). (All operators commute, all
functions of A,.,, are defined by power series which truncate on
polynomials .)

By repeating the analysis (2.4)-(2.7) for spin-systems we obtain (4.2)
with K( Y’) given by

K(Y’) := (exp( i c
x’y’EY’

Ax~y,))cW’)~  ~=.

= $c(Y')F(Y')I+-o  *

We now express IcI,(  Y’) using theorem 3.1 in terms of trees and
exp( i C s,.~,A~,~,) which we eliminate in favor of dpS by using (4.5) with
dp + dp.,. The result is the formula for K( Y’), (4.3).

This cluster expansion is easy to use: as a pedological illustration we
specialise  to the case where the blocks x’ are single sites in A so we may
as well write FX,(QX,)  = F,(+,). We make the following assumptions:
(4.1) and

I :  ($F,(h)l~&!, a l l x ,  r=1,2,...,  all4rea1,

II: sup c 1 CXYI  d c )
x Y

then for A sufficiently small we can construct log Z(A) as an expansion
convergent no matter how large A is. We do this by showing that the
polymer gas given by the cluster expansion of Z(A) has a convergent
Mayer expansion (cf. (2.7)) by virtue of theorem 3.4. This last theorem
requires us to estimate

Co 1
Q -z. z suti  c lK(Y)I IYI” 7. z Y3Z

with K as given by the cluster expansion (4.3) and show that for A small
Q<l.

By our assumption on F, and (4.3)

IW)I d c I-I Ic,,l r-I (hd”d,!) ,
TonYxyET XEY
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where d, is the incidence number of Tat x. We interchange the sum over
Y and T in Q. This means we sum over all trees on { 1,2, . . . , N} and
precede this sum by a sum over Y = {z, x2, . . . , xN} . We use assump- *’
tion II to sum over Y. The result is

‘<z2 (N!l)! c fi (hdldi!)CN-’  eN .
T o n  {l, .  ,N) i = l

The encouraging factorial is there because the set Y gets counted
(N - l)! times by summing over its possible elements. Now we estimate
the sum over 7’ using Cayley’s theorem (cf. (3.9)) and find

CN-’ eN c fi ( Adldj)  .
d,, . ,dN i=l

From this it is clear that Q < 1 if A is small depending on C so log Z(X)
has a convergent expansion for A small.

It is also possible to obtain convergent cluster expansions when the
functions Fi are not analytic, indeed in many applications cluster
expansions are preceded by C” partitions of unity in the space of 4. If,
for example, we assume that there is a p > 1 so that

(4.6)

then the discussion above fails. In this case more information about the
covariance Cx, is apparently necessary. The typical assumptions would
be

(i) A is a finite subset of a lattice Zd,
(ii) lCxyl < C exp(-mix - yl).

With these assumptions tree graphs with a vertex x with a very large
incidence number d, are small despite the (d,!)P factor arising from
derivatives of Fi because, for any p

2 fi ICxykI  d C,d’(d,!)-P
~1,. ,yd,eHd k = l

(4.7)

where  Y,, Y,, - . . , are summed over all distinct d,-tuples of sites in Zd. *
This inequality (which is easy to prove) says that if the covariance has
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better than integrable decay then a vertex with large incidence number
forces a small contribution because it is connected to d, distinct sites and
many of them have to be far away. Versions of this principle remain
valid even if the covariance does not decay exponentially. Factorials of
the type in (4.6) are also produced when cluster expansions are
“improved” by combining with some renormalisations procedure such
as integration by parts.

Exercise. Let A be a set partitioned into blocks x’ E A’. Prove the conditions

ld~(,(@x.)I  4 A”‘,! ,

where r = (r,), x E x’, is any nonzero  multi-index, (b is real

SUPC SUP Iq~L
X’ y’ rEx’.yEy’

eC,A( 1 - A)-‘“” 6 1 for all x’ E A’ ,

i d/4+) F,,(Q) = 1

are sufficient to guarantee the convergence of the expansion for log Z(A) obtained by the
Mayer expansion of the polymer system produced by this “block-wise” cluster expansion.

Remarks. The above problem is only meant to be illustrative. For
example as we have seen, we can permit (lrl!)‘, if a stronger assumption
on CXy is imposed. Also we can replace the bound by A”‘,! which is
uniform in 4 by a function which grows exponentially in $ or even +2
(with a small coefficient).

For the benefit of those readers with some expertise in constructive
field theory we close this section with an outline of the application of this
cluster expansion to the two-dimensional : P(4): Euclidean quantum
field theory. This was in fact the problem which originally inspired this
expansion [6,7].
Cluster expansion for a continuum model. A is a rectangle in R2,
divided into disjoint unit squares called blocks and denoted by x’ E A’.
The partition function is

z(A) := 1 Q-d+) =P( - j-A dx :f-WW):)  ,

where P is a semi-bounded polynomial and dp is the Euclidean free field
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whose covariance is C(x - y) := (1 - A)-‘(x - y). We apply (4.2), (4.3)
and need to estimate Q, just as before. By (4.1) the constant in P must ~
be chosen so that Z(block) = 1. We find

IVWC SUP /
T S

dkexP(-/y:P:)~ryET/X,d~/y,dY

)I .

dt,L,  has a covariance of the form C(x, y, s) = C(x - y)s,,  where s,, = 1
if X, y belong to the same block and otherwise equals s,,,,  E [0, 11. The
properties of dp,(s) guarantee that C(s) is positive-definite and thus is
the covarance of a Gaussian measure, which in fact defines dpu,. We now
apply the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality and obtain

lW)I~C SUP (j-
T S

d,u, exp(2 Iy :P:))li’

x{~d~s.,~T(/x,dxIy,dyC(x-Y)(~-:~:)
( a aP ~ 2 'I2

x w(Y> -'WY)' >) I

d c n e-dist(*‘,y’) n (d,!)P ecly’l ,

T x’y’ET X’EY’
(4.8)

where we have obtained the exp(cl Y’]) using stability and conditioning,
see ref. [3] pp. 157, 196, on the term with the exponential. The
conditioning argument is applicable because the convex decoupling
property of dp,(s) “lifts” Neumann-Dirichlet bracketing of (1 - A)-’
to its s dependent analogues. Furthermore, if A has b.c.‘s  on the boun-
daries of blocks then C(x, y, s) = C(x, y, 1) = (1 - A)-‘. Returning to
(4.8)) the (d,!)P factors come from calculating the second dpL, integral
by Wick’s theorem and bounding the graphs by L, norms of C(x, y, s)
as explained on page 156 of ref. [3]. The exp(-dist(x’, y’)) factors come
from the exponential decay of C(x, y) which immediately implies decay
for C(x, y, s). From this bound to a proof that Q < 1 if the coefficients
of P are small (so that c is large negative) enough is an exercise with
Cayley’s theorem and (4.7) of the same type we have already discussed.
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Exercise. (Certain field theories have a convergent perturbation theory for the pressure,
e.g. sine-Gordon theories. Here we will give an approach to a simple theorem of this

type.)
Consider

2 = dp(+)  e-““,
I v= c 44,) >

ICE.4

where we assume that the covariance of the Gaussian measure d satisfies

sup c lCxyl  coo
x Y

and the perturbation u is bounded and analytic in a strip centred on the real axis. The
problem is to prove that IAl -’ log Z has a convergent Taylor series in h about A = 0,
uniformly in A. We use the following method:

Z=~k.$/dpVN=~k$e~AVNl
+=o’

The a/ a~$ derivatives inside A can act on any of the N factors of V, so following a trick
introduced by Feynman (in: Lectures in Physics) we ‘mechanise Leibniz’ rule by writing

for each a/a+x in A. ala+:’ acts only on the ith factor of V. After this substitution, A = C Ali
is a sum of “two-body” operators with each of the N factors of V being “bodies”. We
obtain an expansion for log Z in the usual way by passing to the connected part of
exp( 4 C A,), as above, and this is written in terms of tree graphs and estimated using the
hpotheses on u along the lines of our examples above.

Remark. Since the coefficients of the series for log Z in the exercise are, by definition,
truncated expectations, the exercise provides a bound on truncated expectations of the
following type

I(V”‘,  . . . ) vcN’) 1s c sup 1 dpS n (A,)V”’  . . . VcN)
T 1 ijeT

(where V(l), . . . , VcN) can be different functions).

5. Erice cluster expansions

There are situations, such as in gauge theories, where the partition
function cannot be written globally as a single perturbed Gaussian
measure. This can lead to expansions in which different terms are
approximated by different Gaussians. In this case the cluster expansion
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of the last section is not so convenient because all polymers in it are still
coupled through their common dependence on the covariance of the
Gaussian which will be summed over.

We will now describe another type of expansion which is better suited
to this situation. This type of expansion was first invented by Glimm,
Jaffe and Spencer [19]. The one we will explain is a modification of their
scheme which is convenient for lattice theories but probably not good
for continuum regularisations. In the context of the block spin renor-
malisation group [1] it is all right since each stage is a unit-lattice
problem.

After we have described these types of expansions and conditions for
convergence we give an example which is supposed to illustrate in a
reasonably simple way the situation in gauge theories where it is
impossible to describe the possible field configurations at a point or a
bond with one coordinate patch in field space, unless there are
coordinate singularities. The example is the matter field part of the
lattice Abelian Higgs model in the unitary gauge at weak coupling, i.e.,
nearly Gaussian. Despite the term “weak coupling”, this analysis is far
from sufficient to obtain results valid in the continuum limit. This will be
the subject of later lectures in this series by John Imbrie. An analysis of
the complete unit-lattice Abelian Higgs model at weak coupling is given
in ref. [20].

We consider a normalised Gaussian measure dp on (+,),  x E A, with
covariance Cxy , which is given by

dp(+) := 2,’ dA$ eesocn)  ,

$,(A):= ; c Axy($x - 9)‘+ $n2 c 4:- c hx4x 7 A,,aO.
xyEA xEA XEA

With the notation of sect. 4 we perturb dp by a function F which
factorises  across blocks:

F(A) = F(A’) = n F,@D,,)  ,
x’EA’

where

A =  LJ x ’ .
x’EA’

(5.1)

We introduce dpL, by replacing A,, by A,,(s) in numerator and
denominator of dp with a
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A,,(s)  := s,,~JQ~ , if x E x’, y E y’, x’ Z y’ ,

.-.- Ax, ’ if xy E same block

When s = (s,,,,,)  = 0, all blocks are decoupled.
The partition function we are interested in is

z(A) := j- ~~(4)  F(J),

Z(A, s) is defined by replacing dp by dpS.

Cluster expansion

Z(A) = z(A, 0) N;, j$, c Ku-,) - * * K(&/) 7
- r,, .  , & d i s j o i n t

if r is disconnected K(T) = 0, otherwise

K(r) := j- ds, &Z(A,  q)/Z(A, 0) ,
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(5.2)

(5.3a)

r is a graph made up of bonds x’y’, i.e.,

r c {x’y’  : x’y’ E A’} )

sr := (sxgY,)  with s,.,~ = 0 if x’y’ @ r

a(jr:= j-J ~
X’Y’ET asxryt .

Proof. By scaling each F(x’) by a constant we can assume without loss
of generality that for each x’, Z(x’) = 1 which implies Z(A, 0) = 1. By
the fundamental theorem of calculus

Z(A) = 1 + c j- ds, fZ(A,  sr)
r

Now we observe that if r decomposes into connected components
c, . . . , I’,‘, then a% factorises  and, because we have arranged Z(Y) = 1,
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the factorisation may be written in the form

ii d’;Z(A, +),
1

(5.2) and (5.3a) follow immediately. End of proof.

Define X(T) to be the set of blocks linked by r, i.e.,

x(r) := tJ (2’: 2’ = X’ or y’, some X’Y’ E rj

then we can also write the formula for K(T), with r connected, as

K(r) := 1 dsr 82(X(r) 7 sj->lz(x(r>,  O> 7 (53b)

which displays its locality property. This is true because all s,,~, with
x’y ’ gr are zero so that numerator and denominator of (5.3a) factor
across X(T) and the factors external to X(T) cancel.

It is more strandard to assume that the underlying Gaussian measure,
dp has mean zero, i.e. h = 0. This can always be achieved by translating
$, e.g. $x t-+ $, + I dp 4x, before doing a cluster expansion. This leads
to more accurate bounds than what we are doing when h is large. Our
reason for not doing a translation is that the expansion performs more
“localisation”: if you translate first, K(T) will depend on I dp 4 where
dp is the original Gaussian measure instead of the localised one with s
parameters.

This type of expansion does more localisation than the expansion of
sect. 4 because all covariances are localised by Neumann-type boundary
conditions on ax(r). The price to be paid is a more complicated
convergence proof.

Another point to notice is that dp and dp, need not have been
Gaussian measures: any measure which factorises suitably when s
factors are zero could pass through the proof that (5.2) and (5.3) hold.
The special feature of Gaussian measures is that there is an effective
method (integration by parts) to.evaluate the multiple s derivatives.

For our example it will be necessary to consider also expansions for
Gaussian normalisation factors, which we now present. This expansion
will also illustrate some of the ideas needed to bound the cluster
expansion.
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Expansion of Gaussian normalisation factors. In the definition of
@-4b) and G-444 there is a normalisation factor

Z,(A) = 1 d”4 e-‘O(“) .

.-

We will expand this into “local” quantities:

Z,(A) = Z&L s = 1) = Z,(A, 0) exp(log Z,(A,  1)

= &(A, 0) kXP( c w(r)) ,
r

with.

W(r) := 1 dsr a: log Z,(A, sr) .

1% z&b 0))

(5.4)

P-5)

A priori r must be summed over all graphs but since Z0 factors if Tis not
connected, W(T) = 0 if r is not connected.

It is possible to evaluate W(T). We perform the s derivatives, which,
by definition of truncation, leads to a truncated expectation: if r =
{b,, b,, -. . , bN} with bi = x:y:,

w(r) = j- ds, ($ s,; & s,; . . . ; $ so)
h bz bN sr

where ( ),, denotes the expectation with respect to dpsr. Since ( ) is
Gaussian this expectation can be evaluated as a sum of connected
Feynman graphs. The graphs have either the topology of a single closed
loop or a line whose two external legs end on magnetic fields. For the
standard situation where

A c Zd, A’ : = {blocks: L x - - - x L boxes C A}

A,,=L if xy are nearest neighbors ,

=
0, otherwise ,

m*>o,
we can depict a typical r and a Feynman graph G, a loop, contributing
to W(T) as in fig. 1 (for d = 2).
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- bonds in r
. . . . . . . . . . . bonds in G

--- boundaries between

blocks in X(r) for

which sb # 0

- boundaries between

blocks in X(r) for

which sb=O

Fig. 1.

From fig. 1 it is clear that summing overall Feynman diagrams, which
are loops which contribute to W(T), is the same as summing over all
walks which visit each bond in r and return to a specified starting bond
with a weight CXy , x E ax’, x’ in one bond, y E dy’, y’ in the other,
assigned to each step. This consideration makes it easy to see that the
sum over all graphs (including open lines ending on external fields) is
small when mL % 1, because the covariance CXy  decays according to
exP(-(m - 4X - Yl) uniformly in s, [20] sect. 12. Thus if we define an
upper bound A4 on the magnetisation near r by

M:=wp{/( 4x),I :s, x next to a face crossed by r} ,

then, [20] sect. 13, for L large enough, so that mL S 1,

IW(r)l d (1 + M*) exp(-c,mL(lr()) , if Irl> d ,

<c,L”-‘(l+ M2), if ]rl d d . V-6)

If blocks of different sizes are used, the same bounds hold with L
replaced by the minimum L in r.
Convergence for Erice expansion (5.2) and (5.3). We assume

m>O, AU”,

Axy=L if xy are nearest neighbors,

= 0, otherwise . (5.7)
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Such assumptions are natural for lattice field theories. F is small in the
sense that for some p, cl, c2 and A (small),

suplX$xlj d A’r’(lrl!>”  II cl exp]c2&l  ,
@ XEX’ (5.8)

where r # 0 is a multi-index: r = (rx)xExf,  It-1 = CxEx,  rx.
The magnetic field h is bounded according to

yPlh(x)l  e

-m dist(x, faces crossed by r) sl. (5-9

This guarantees a bounded magnetisation near r. We assume the block
size L is large so

mLS=-1. (5.10)

With such assumptions the conclusion is

I,L dsr arZ(X(T), s,) 1 < A e-c31rI+c41x(r)l , (5.11)

-

where c3 can be made arbitrarily large positive by first taking the blocks
large and then taking A small. To convert this to a bound on the polymer
activity K(T) we need a bound on Z-‘(X(T),  0). If the blocks are
uniformly bounded in size this can usually be obtained by noting that
this is a product of Z - ‘(x’) factors and these ordinarily are easy to
bound uniformly in h as h -+ 0.

Principles of proof of (5.11). We refer the reader to ref. [20] sect. 14,
for a detailed proof of (5.11). The left-hand side of (5.11) is less than

SUP
si-

I\ 4%rF(w)) r-I (;I,.,.)l 7

X’y’Er

where X(T) is the union of blocks linked by r, i.e.,

x(r):=u{zf: 2’ E {XI, y’} E r} ,

(5.12)

and I,,,, is the term in the exponential in dp, which gets “pulled down”
when d/as,,,. is performed,
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I -- L 2 A,,(c#J~  - +y)2  = -& S, .x'y'  -- 2
XEX’
YEY’

x ’y ’

Now recall that the normalisation N in dp is also made s dependent and
also gets differentiated. This has the important effect of truncating the
expectation of a product of 1’s. This is recorded in the notation by the
semi-colon in (5.12). For the special case that F is a polynomial, the
truncation would mean that when Wick’s theorem is used to evaluate
the right-hand side of (5.12), only graphs such that every connected
subgraph contains an F vertex can contribute. The rest get cancelled.
The graphs are on “I” vertices, each having two legs, and F vertices,
i.e., 4 derivatives of F. Such graphs will be small if:

(1) derivatives of F are small.
(2) large h,‘s occur only far from r. These graphs can have external

legs ending on factors h,. We have to be sure such factors do not
overwhelm the small factors from derivatives of F.

(3) The blocks must be large so that the factors I,~,~ are far apart on
the scale m-‘. Then when the I factors are linked up in a connected
graph, its vertices will be joined up by covariances whose exponential
decay in distance between vertices will provide small factors to compen-
sate for the number of graphs (and h’s). The same mechanism is needed
in (2).

This last feature is different from the expansion of sect. 4. In this
expansion the covariance is being localised  at the same time as the
perturbation and so it is not surprising that we need a condition that
guarantees this is only being done on a length scale which is large in
comparison with the m-‘, which is the correlation length of dp.

When F is not a polynomial, the truncated correlation can still be
calculated by integration by parts in the form

(wx) = w(+x) +c Mx; 4yHaGwy) 7
Y

which holds for ( ) the expectation for any Gaussian measure

(4x; 4Jy> - (4x4y> - (4xH+y>  *

This integration by parts can be used to reduce all the fields in the I’s in
the truncated expectation. End of discussion.
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Before passing on to an example of these expansions at work we need
to illustrate one other frequently occurring idea which is used to unite
several different expansions with mutual compatibility conditions into
one polymer system.

Consider a polymer system where the polymer is labelled, for
example, by a graph with nearest-neighbor bonds on blocks and a
variable s (for species) so that

N N! (rl,sl),  ,(rN,SN)  i=l

To each configuration (r, s) we associate the smallest union of blocks
which contains all blocks linked by some r E r. We decompose this
union into components C,, . . . , C, where each C is a union of blocks
which is conneced  in the sense that the blocks in Ci, i fixed, touch along
faces, . . . , edges, corners, but no two different C,‘s touch each other.
We sum over r, s by first summing over configurations of r, s
compatible with C,, . . . , C, and then summing over C configurations,
i.e.,

Z=C
M

1
M!

Cl,

c

7 c.&fcn
KW,) * * - K(C,) ,

where no two C’s may touch and

I?(C):=? $ C fiK(c,si).’ k% ,rN,sN i

compatible with C

Frequently there are also compatibility conditions between the (r, s),
e.g. hard cores, restrictions on which s species can touch which, etc. . . .
If there are conditions of this type, they go into the sum which defines
K(C). The nice feature of Z?(C) is that, although the original compatibil-
ity conditions could have been complicated, they are all replaced by the
simple condition that no two C’s may touch.

It is also possible to allow the T’s a finite range interaction of range
strictly less than L because since C’s are unions of blocks in A’ the
condition that they not touch separates them by a distance >L and they
cannot interact by the short range force.

It is necessary to be able to prove bounds of the form
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II?(C)1  d e-‘lc” ,

with Elarge enough to permit taking the log by a Mayer expansion. This
can be done as follows. Define, for cr L 0,

K,(I’,  S) := d+ll K(r, s)I

and choose Q! so large that

N

inf c 141: N arbitrary, rI, . . . , rN compatible with C
1

2 (c+ l)lC’l .

This is possible because a configuration rI, . . . , rN is compatible with
C only if the union of the blocks linked by all the T’s covers (in fact
equals) C,

fi X(C) = c )
1

SO if C is large, so is C 1~1. Then it follows from the definition of I? that

IK(c)l  S e-(F+l)‘c’IZ(K+ K,) .

We now need conditions on K so that Z( K --+-Km) is less than
exp( 1~~1)  and then we have the desired bound on K(C). A standard
procedure is to write

Z(K~%)=C~C~%(~,si)~exp( C
- r,s 1 r,s: r c c

%(r,s))

c
x’EC’  T,s: r links X’

which shows that

K(C) d e-‘lc’l

is implied by Z( K, ) s expl C’I, which in turn is implied by
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sup c IK(T, S)] ealr’S 1 , (5.13)
X ’ r,s

I- links x’

for (Y large depending on C.
Before leaving this we also mention that convergence of sums such as

the one in (5.13)) when Tis a graph of nearest-neighbor bonds on blocks
forming a regular partition of A, is implied by

IK(r)l d e-“”

with c sufficiently large, because the number of r with ]r] fixed, linking
a given block, is less than exp(const.(TI),  [19] p. 219. Moreover this
implies that the number of sets X’ which are connected unions of blocks
containing a given x’, with IX’1  fixed, is also less than exp(const. IX’]),
[19] p. 219. This means that sums of the form

C IfW>l explX’I ,X’3x’
which come up in checking the convergence criterion for the Mayer
expansion applied to polymer systems, likewise converge if ]K(X’)I s
exp(-clX’()  with c large enough.

Example. (See also [20] .) We will discuss the application of these ideas
to the following model:

2 11
IR

dA+ ees(‘) ,

where

a:=[-p,,m)”  w i t h  P~=O(A-“~), ACZ”,

xyEA XEA xEA

We have chosen this peculiar looking model because it contains a
standard feature of gauge theory: a field-space singularity (at 4 = p). In
Imbrie’s lectures we will see that for the Higgs model in the unitary
gauge, the matter field is of this type.

The object is to study this model when A is small. We will see that with
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the aid of the cluster expansion, the expansion for Gaussian normalis-
ations and the principle of grouping several expansions into C’s, we can
transform this system into a polymer system whose polymer activites  are
exponentially bounded in a manner that permit us to take the logarithm
using the Mayer expansion as in sect. 3. As we have stressed in the
introduction, such a representation immediately implies properties such
as exponential decay of truncated correlations.

We decompose A into blocks x’ E A’ which are L X * . . X L boxes
with L an odd integer. We define a field 4 to be small at site x if

l+xl <p(A) = llog qd+l .

Regions where this is satisfied are candidates for a Gaussian approxi-
mation. We isolate the bad regions by a partition of unity of the form

1=C XA~<A~  7
Ao

where x is a smoothed characteristic function of the event that 4 is small
inside A,. 5 is a smoothed characteristic function of the event: 4 is such
that A: is the smallest union of blocks which contains all large field sites
and the fields are small on the sites next to aA:. We will denote a generic
connected component of A: by R, and refer to R, as a hole. We back off
from these holes by introducing a set Ai 3 AL, which is the smallest union
of blocks such that

(a) dist(aA,, aA,> > r(A) :=log2 A ,
(b) the connected components of Af are separated by a distance 3 L.

A connected component R, of Ai may of course contain more than one
hole; we shall refer to R, as a super-hole.

The following bound will be used to show that superholes become
arbitrarily rare as A-+ 0

C Z,‘(Rl) dR’+ e-So(RI)I-R < 41R11 e-Cr(A)-dP2(A)lRii  , (5.14)
RCR,

R is summed over all sets which are unions of holes inside R, and
compatible with R.

This bound is obtained by scaling all fields in the numerator by
4 -+ 24 so that S, -+ 4S, = S, + 3S,. The factor exp(-3S,)  is very small,
for all R C R, because of lR. The R sum has less than 21R1’ terms. (5.14)
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follows. The bound shows that for any fixed L the right-hand side goes
to zero as A -+ 0 faster than any power of A..

After inserting the partition of unity we can write 2 in the form

2 = 2 1 d”h4 emS(“S)5nc,  1 dAo$ e-s’(Ao)XAo  .
A&A R

The asterisk means that couplings across aA, are included.
In preparation for cluster expansions away from the holes, we define a

normalised Gaussian measure by

dp:o(4) := (Z~(A,))-’  d”“$ eWS6(“O)  .

This measure does not have mean zero because it feels the fields inside
the holes: the couplings across aA,, act like a magnetic field at the
boundary a A,. (The measure is conditioned at an,.)  Thus

z= 2 1 d”$ e-S’AG)SAsZt(A,)~*(A,)  ,
AoCA R

with

f;*y (A,):=[dp~oexp(-A  2 +$!A,

XEAO

Our expansions are applied to E *(A,) and 2 g (A,,) at fixed values of 4
inside A,. Thus the objects being expanded live in A, rather than A; the
expansions are based on the following types of block: each superhole R,
is a block, the rest of A,,, namely A,, is filled with L X * . . X L blocks,
see fig. 2. This choice ensure that no blocks close to A, are being
decoupled and hence that the magnetisation caused by the conditioning
at aA, is 0( AN) for any N (of order p”(A) eemrCA))  near any contour
generated by the expansion.

The expansion for Z;l; is

c34l) = 4l
Z;(A;\A;)

G(4 >
ec (w*(r)-wv+))

This is a formula that follows easily by inserting expansions for Zg(A,)
and 2, = Z,(A). Notice that (IV* - W)(T) = 0 unless r links AT.
Another point is that the Z* /Z ratio factors, corresponding to the
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III I I I I I

ti i 1

Fig. 2.

decomposition of Ai into superholes. The reason for organising the
expansion this way can be understood by first simply

P
retending the E*

factor is absent. Then a superhole R, , containing R,‘) , Rr’ , . . . , RkN’
holes, including the ratios from the above expansion, has the weight

I
dR+ e-W) ~RGvw) G3(Rl)  7 (5.15)

where R is the union of holes in R 1. This is less than the same expression
with S--+ S, and by definition of 2: the S, expression equals

I dR1$ e-SO(Rl)<RIZo(R,)  ,

which is exactly what we need to apply (5.14)) the estimate that forces
holes to be rare.

For future reference we define

p(R, R,, C#I)  := e-S(R)~RZ*(R1\R)IZO(RI)  . (5.16)

This will determine the activity of a superhole R, of “species”
(R, C#J 1 R)’ We have to consider 4 1 R as a parameter for a superhole
because 2: and Z* depend on it.

The expansion for E* is the cluster expansion (eqs. (5.2) and (5.3)).
We substitute these expansions into 2 and divide both sides by Z,(A)
and
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%(A> := n &(x’) )
X’EA’
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which gives us an expansion for 2 defined by

2 := ZlZ,,(A)S’,,(A) . (5.17)

We expand exp(C (IV* - W)(r)) and unite the total expansion for 2
into one polymer system,

i=C& c lb(Ci),
* cl,. ,CMCA  i=l

(5.18)

using the method described just before this example. Thus C is summed
over unions of L X . . . x L blocks, which are connected in the sense that
any block in C can be reached from any other via a path which traverses
blocks which touch at faces, . . . , edges, or corners. K is given by

K(C)= c l-I
RI,AJ R,ERl

( c 1
RCRl

dR+ P@,, R, +)E*(R,\R)/&(R,))

x AFA K*(A) gr (W” - W)(T), (5.19)

where the sums over R,, A, r are to be interpreted as

The A’s are what we used to call T’s in the expansion (5.2). The sums
over R, , A, robeys  the compatibility condition that the blocks linked by
all the A’s and T’s and the RI’s are contained in C and cover C.

We now would like to prove a diluteness condition, e.g (3. lOa), on
I?(C) so that we can take the log of 2 (or 2). Such a condition is implied
bY

K(C) d exp(- Cl C’l) , (5.20)

with C sufficiently large. We will show that we can make C as large as
we like by taking L large followed by A small.

According to the discussion given before this example, we define a
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partition function 2, (C) by relaxing the constraint, in K(C), that C be
covered to merely that each R,,
activities according to

A, r lie inside C and we change the .

p(R,, R, +-pa(Rl,  R, 4) := P(& R, 6) e”lRi’

K*(A)wK,(A)  := IK*(A)l enId”

.

(W* - W)(T)mWa(r)  := I(W* - W)(r)1 eair’ .

Then (5.20) is implied if we can show that for any CX, if L is large enough
and A small enough

Z,(C) de”” . (5.21)

Proof of (5.21) and thus (5.20). The sum over T’s in 2, (C) is, for L
large, less than exp(C,,, W, (r )) which is less than

exp(const.  lR.JRl  R; 1 Ld-’ cad) , (5.22)

because ( W* - W)(T) vanishes unless r touches an R, , and we have
used (5.6). This means that the sum over T’s can be absorbed into an
extra exp(c(l)IRiI)  factor per superhole.

For summing over A’s we have to consider A’s which link only
L x -*a x L blocks separately, i.e. we first discuss A’s which do not link
R,‘s. The principle we use is

A;, A;A &z(A) -xp( IC’I sup c
x’ A links x’

&(A)) .

The estimate (5.11) and remarks just below it tell us that if L is large
and A is small then

K,(A) d A e-‘liA1  ,

with c1 9 1. This implies

s u p  c K,(A)a,A
x’ A links x’
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and so

c n K*(A) d ec2”“‘I  .
AinCAEA

(5.23)

Notice the first estimate is valid with or without the condition A C C.
This will be useful in the next paragraph.

Now we consider the final case

AinCAEA

where every A in A links at least one R, factor. We shall see that this is
less than

e CIUR~ER~ RIG
n (S(R,\R))-'  .

RlERl
(5.24)

The combinatoric aspect is the same as what we have just done
because if we remove the R, block(s) from each A the remaining part of
each A is several connected graphs of the kind we were just discussing
except that they must all touch an R, , so we can perform the sum over A
by summing over sets of arbitrary graphs (on L x * * . X L blocks) each
of which touch UR,, R, E R,.

Furthermore we have from (5. ll), the combinatoric weight
exp(- cllAl) per A needed to do this sum. Summing such a weight
produces part of the exp(clUR,I) in (5.24), cf. (5.23). The exp(-c,lAl)
can no longer completely dominate the c21X(r)l  in (5.11) because the
R, blocks are arbitrarily large as A-+ 0 so this produces the rest of the
exp(clUR,I) in (5.24).

The formula for K, is

K,(A) = eaiAi ds, aAs* (x(A), SA),/~*(~@),  0) j .

The E*(X(A),  0) factors into E*(R,\R)’ s which consequently appear in
(5.24) and L X . . . X L blocks E(x’)‘s which as A+ 0 are 1 + O(A) and
can be absorbed into the exp(-c,lAl) in (5.11). Thus (5.24) is valid.

The E* factors in (5.24) cancel against the same factors in the
superhole activities, see (5.19). Thus we find that after summing over all
A’s and T’s we are left with
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qm~ c r-I
R in C RIERl

c
R C R , I dR4 PC&,  R, 4>&7(Rl)

x exp(c(cu,  L)IR;I))  e’““” .

The quantity S,,(R,) factors across all L x . . . x L blocks each of which
contributes 1 + 0( A). Thus by our previous remarks (5.14) and (5.15)
and below, concerning the superholes, if A is small enough,

Z,(C)SexplC’I.

End of proof of (5.20) and (5.21).

6. Expansions for one-dimensional structures: self-avoiding
random walk [21]

Suppose we have a set of objects naturally labelled by s =
0, 172, * * - , 14, i.e., a finite interval I C iZ+ (e.g., successive sites o(s),
s = 0, 1,2, . . . , visited by a walk w on the lattice Z”). To any such a set
of objects we associate a Gibbs factor of the form

W> := ev( - C Q) ,S<ISIEI
but in this case it is natural to define connected parts differently, namely
by solving recursively eC(l) = (cl(l)  if I = 1, otherwise

w> = cn
1

n! c WlP
II, . .A

(6.1)

where I,, . . . , I, are intervals with disjoint interiors which fill I.
In analogy to (3.1) it is easy to show that for 111~ 1,

$$) = C II (epus’  - 1) ,
G srEG

(6.2)

where G is summed over all graphs, connected in the sense that: every
point strictly inside I is covered by a bond st E G and the end-points
belong to bonds in G. A point u in I is covered by a bond st in G if
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S T

Fig. 3.

u E (s, t). In this case a minimally connected graph L on an interval
[S, T] looks like fig. 3. This is a graph with the property that if any bond
is removed it becomes disconnected. We say that G is a lace if it has this
property of becoming disconnected when any line is removed. The laces
are the analogous of tree diagrams in our previous sections and they
play the same role.

Theorem 6.1. To each lace t on an interval I is associated a set of bonds
Z(L) such that

$fc(I) = C 17 (epvJ’ - 1) n emvXr  .
L on I stEL SE%(L)

%‘(L) contains (among others) all bonds uu with [u, V] s [s, t] for some
stE L.

Proof. Given a connected graph G on I = [0, T] we define a distin-
guished subgraph L(G) whose bonds s,t,, s2t2, . . . , are determined by

t, := max{t: Ot E G} , ti+l :=max{ t: st E G, (s, t) fl(0, ti) # 0} ,

.-Sl *--- 0, si := min{s: st, E G} .

By trying this recipe on a few graphs it will become clear that L(G) is
always a lace. Now we resum connected graphs by writing, using (6.2),

$fc(I) =  2 n (emus, - 1 )
G on I stEG

L on I stEL
I-I (e

G : L ( G ) = L  st=G\L

Define %(L) = G,\ L where G, : = maximal graph G such that L(G) =
L, then the factor in braces equals

I-I -urre .
stEV(L)
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To see this write e-“” = (em%’ - 1) + 1 and expand out the product over
st E Z(L). End of proof.

This theorem immediately implies that if u is repulsive

IJI,(I>I d C II le-v”  - 11 ,
L on I stEL

(6.3) -

which is a huge improvement .over (6.2). However it is possible to do
still better. A lace L = (sit,: i = 1,2, . . . , N} on I determines a par-
tition of I into subintervals Ij with disjor‘nLnte&rs:  write out the time s,,
t,, s2, t,, - * * , s,, t, in their natural order and then the closed intervals
between them are the subintervals Jj, j = 1, . . . ,2N - 1. We write J -C L
to denote a subinterval of I obtained from L in this way.

From theorem 6.1 it is immediate that for repulsive interactions

IrCl,(I)( 6 c n lemvs’ - 11 n tic/(J) .
L on I stEL J-CL

(6.4)
This inequality allows a recursive high-temperature expansion: roughly
speaking, a crude estimate (such as exp(-u) d 1) on the Ic/ inside a
partition function gives via (6.4) an estimate on an object 17involving $I~
which then yields a better estimate on the partition function etc. Notice
that (6.4) involves the partition function for subintervals J C I because
of the factors P(J). We will explain this in more detail below.

Self-avoiding random walks. We define a sum over self-repelling walks
from 0 to x

N(x, T) := c (&) Iw’ +([O, T], 0) .w:o-+x
IwI=T

The Gibbs factor + assigns a factor exp(-p) for each self intersection
within a memory r:

$0, Tl, 4 := exp[ -
p(s)=p i f  IslSr,

= 0 otherwise .
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It is also convenient to have various Fourier and Laplace transforms:

N(k, T) := 2 N(x, T) eikex ,
xeZd

N(x, z) := c zTN(x, T) ,
T=O

m
N(k, z) := c zT 2 N(x, T) eikex .

T=O xEiZd

If p (or 7) = 0 so that there is no interaction, then

N(k, T) = D(k)T, with D(k) := i $ cos kj ,
I-1

N(k, z) = (1 - zD(k))-’  .

The object is to calculate corrections to these exact results caused by
turning on the interaction, in particular the asymptotic behavior of
N(k, T) as T-+ ~0. The exponential decay in T will be governed by
r(k) : = radius of convergence of N( k, z) . We set r : = r( 0). r(k) also
depends on /3 and r. Note that r 3 r( p = 0) = 1.

To each of the quantities N(x, T), N(k, T), N(k, z), is a counterpart
II(x, T), II(k, T), L7(k, z) defined by replacing rl, by Ic/, in the defi-
nitions. The cluster expansion (6.1) can be inserted into N(k, z) and,
after a short calculation, yields

N(k, z) = [l - zD(k) - Il(k, z)]-’ , (6.5)

so the p = 0 N(k, z) is modified by 17. The algebra corresponding to
(6.1) is no longer taking the log as in sect. 2 because the notion of
connectedness has changed. (It is in fact one-particle-irreducibility in
field theory.) It is possible to prove the following theorem [21].

Theorem 6.2. Suppose d 3 5, r = 03 and p is small, then

N(k, T) - rvT eehATk2  , as T-+m.

The precise statement is
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N(kIti, ST) lN(0, ST)= e-fATk2

uniformly on compact sets in T and k. A is a constant.

This theorem says that at long distances the effect of the interaction is
merely to renormalise the parameters: killing rate and diffusion con-
stant from their bare (/3 = 0) values. We will not give a complete proof
of this theorem but we will explain how it is possible to learn about
N(k, T) for arbitrarily large r and T provided T % r. To begin with we
prove

Proposition 6.3. Let r < ~0 and 0 small depending on r. Then II(k, z) is
analytic in KD, where

CD,  := {z: IzI d l+ a/r} .

For k small, k2 d 2d/r, z = r(k) is the unique solution, inside D,, of

1 - zD(k) - 17(k,  z) = 0,

r(k) is real analytic in k and lies inside KD,,  I r(k) ( 2 r. Furthermore

N(k T) = [D(k) + $ l7(k, r(k))]-’ r(k)-T-’  + 0( 1 + 2) -T-1 .
7

This is a statement about the asymptotics  as T--+m of N(k, T) for
small k. It is also possible to obtain some information about large k.

Proposition 6.4. Under the same conditions on r and /3 as above, if
k2 22d/r and (k - n)’ 22d/r, 7r = (r, . . . , z), then IN(k, T)I s
O((radius of D,,,)-‘) (as T-+m).

Proof of proposition 6.3 (Details in [21]).
that 17 is analytic in D, if p is small.

The main step is to prove

Analyticity  of 17. By the definition of I7(k, z),

In@, z>I d c fi IzlTIQ, T)I .
xeZd T=l
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We substitute in n(x, T) the bound (6.4). No lace L with number of
lines N smaller than T/T can contribute because each line st in L satisfies

1 t - s 1 G r and L must be connected on [0, T]. Consequently for z and p

such that ]z] 3 p

[This is an essential point in the argument. It is what we need to
compensate the exponential growth of Iz/ r by the N factors (exp(-p) -
1) prescribed by L.]

Each bond st E L prescribes a factor exp(- /3$,,) - 1 which equals
(exp(-P) - l)S,,. The 6 functions force o(s) = w(t) for each st E L so
to each L is associated a topology Sof intersections. The first few S’s are
shown in fig. 4. By splitting the walks into subwalks  connecting the
vertices of 3 and summing over each subwalk  and its duration we see the
laces correspond to Feynman diagrams and

In&, z>I d f [(Izl  b)‘le’ - 111” c
N = l

n N(xi  -xi, p ) ,  (6.6)
x2. ,XN ijE%p,

where ]zI 2 p, N(x, p) = N(x, z = p) and &, S2, . . . are the Feynman
diagrams in fig. 4. Analogous bounds hold for k and z derivatives of 17.

L

Fig. 4.
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The Ic/(l)‘s  in (6.4) give the factors N(x, p) in this estimate. For the
present proof it is enough to throw out all the self-avoidance in N(x, p)
and set p = 1. By the defintion of N(x, z),

N(x, 1) d C (1 /2d)lw’  d const./(l  + Ix~)‘-~ , (6-Vw:o-+x .

i.e., we have related N(x, 1) to simple random walk and used its known
large-x asymptotics.  This bound is good enough to substitute into (6.6),
the bound for II(k, z), because all these graphs SN are infra-red
convergent in d 3 5.

Infra-red convergence implies [22] that each graph SN gives contri-
bution bounded by CN and so by (6.6) II is analytic in D, and O(p) if

C e’le-’  - II< 1 .

Instead of [22], one can also use lemma 6.5 (below) to bound the
graphs. The use of d 3 5 can be avoided by taking p < 1 so that N(x, p)
has exponential decay. Then the domain of analyticity is z/p E ID, but
this is still sufficient to prove analyticity in D, since we can play with a,
P-

Properties of r(k). By taking p small we can, since 17 = O(p), achieve

In@, 41 < II- zD(k)l ,

for k2 d 2d/T and z E X9,. By Rouche’s theorem (I am indebted to the
Chayes for lending me this theorem), the number of zeros of 1 - ZD -
17 within D, is equal to the number of zeros of 1 - ZD in ED,, i.e., one.
Thus there is a unique zero and of course it must be z = r(k) since this is
the distance to the nearest singularity of N(k, z) = (1 - ZD - II)-‘.  The
zero is real because it solves an equation with real coefficients and is
unique. It equals + r(k) and is smooth in k, 1 k1* d 2d/7 by the implicit
function theorem.

Asymptotic behaviour of N(k, T). We use the Cauchy formula

NW, T) = j$ f (I- zD(k) - II(k, z))-’ f&

and deform the contours to aD3 picking up the residue of the pole at
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z = r(k), which is the first term, and a contribution from the contour
around XI), which is the second term in the asserted asymptotic
behaviour as T-m. End of proof of proposition 6.3.

Proof of proposition 6.4. We express N(k, T) by the Cauchy formula
as above and deform the contour to dD,,,.  Inside KD1,*,  1 - ZD has no
zeros for k* 2 2d/r and (k - n)’ 3 2d/r, furthermore by taking /? small
IIll < II- zDI on aD r,* so 1 - ZD - nalso has no zeros. Consequently,
there is no residue contribution as in proposition 6.3 and N(k, T) is
bounded by the contribution of the contour around AlB1,2.  This gives the
result of proposition 6.4. The condition (k - 7r)* 3 2d/7 is there because
F:-l-zD-nchangestoFunderk--+k-mandz+Z.

Now we turn to the problem of proving the same sort of result as in
proposition 6.3 but with no restriction on the size of r except  that T s 7.

Renormalisation  group argument. Let T’ % r, indeed we will describe
step one in an induction on the sequence rn = 2”=. This will not be a
complete argument. We refer the reader to [21] for more details.

We repeat the proof of proposition 6.3 with r replaced by r’ but in
using (6.6) to estimate 17’ (primes mean T is replaced by T’) we take
advantage of having learnt about N(x, T) on scales ~7. This is done by
choosing p = r (which is greater than 1) and proving that

6‘ j,+, T) < clr-TT-d”  e-fc&i2/T  7)

which implies

“ N(x, z=r)d-lx;-2 ”

(6.8)

C is used to denote constants with no r or p dependence. The result is:

Propositions 6.3’ and 6.4’. The same as propositions 6.3 and 6.4 but
with r replaced by r’, KI),  replaced by

iDA:= z:  lzllrSl+ ; ,1 1

and p unchanged.
Notice that KI),  can be thought of as
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ED, = 1 2: IZI lr(r=o) d 1 + a I7 ’ -I

and since r = 0 is the predecessor scale to T the definitions of ID and ED
are consistent.

It is clear from (6.6) how ED gets replaced by D’, once one has (6.8’).
We will now explain why p need not be changed assuming we have
(6.8’). The only reason why we might have to take p smaller is that EI$
might not any longer contain z = r’(k) which should also be the unique
solution to 1 - ZD - 17’ = 0. We need to check the conditions for
Rouche’s theorem:

117’ - Iill< II- ZD - 171

on D,, a = $, 3, i.e., we want 1 - ZD - L! and 1 - ZD - 17’ to have the
same number of zeros in DA, a = i, 3. (Calculations of the type we are
about to demonstrate show that D’ C D.) We estimate the left-hand side
by a version of (6.6) together with (6.8). For example, the first lace
contribution to L!’ - 17 is, according to fig. 4, (6.6) and (6.8),

In’ _ ~I~~;;yaphs)  _
Y (g, 7-d’2)le-~-ll~~-dlZt11e-P-11,

we are leaving out constants independent of p and 7. On the other hand
by considering the distance between r and ADi, which is O((r’)-I),

11 - ZD - 171~ (T’)-’ ,

for k’ d 2d/T’ and z E ED& This follows by showing that the z derivative
of 1 - ZD - 17 is close to 1. By comparing the two we see that we will
not need to decrease p some more in-order to achieve the conditions of
Rouche’s theorem if d 2 5 and 7’ d rQ, LY b 1.

The estimate (6.8). In fact estimates (6.8) are not proved! (hence the
quotations) because it is difficult to transform data on N(k, T) as
obtained in proposition 6.3 into such an estimate in x-space. Instead we
prove that (6.8) holds in the sense of LP norms (p = 1, a) of both sides.
This is just as good because of

,,
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Lemma 6.5. ([21] sect. 5.)

175

C II N(xi-xjT P>
x2, . . . .xN ijE%N

We estimate ]]N]] p at z = p = r by

IIN(r)ll, zs c TqN(- ) T>II, d c rTJpP-a(T))(*,  T>llp ,
T=O T=O

where a(T) equals r if T B r, otherwise is smaller. This step is necessary
to avoid trouble from the second term in the asymptotic behavior of
N(k, T). (We need TBmemory.)  Lastly, we use the Hausdorff in-
equality

IIjq~ vace) < pql f space) )

1 lp + 1 /q = 1, p d 2 together with propositions 6.3 and 6.4.
Proposition 6.3 says

N(k, T) - r(k)-T, for T s r ,

- (r + i(a;r)(0)k2)-T,

for k small (and an analogous statement for k - rr small), k2 d 2d/r,

-r-T(l + $Ak2)-‘,

where A = (air)(O)  /r

- T=Sr e - 4 CTk* with C = A .

Proposition 6.4 shows that if T % r the contribution to the L, integral
is predominantly from the small k or k - 7r region. The above Gaussian
formula leads to the L, form of (6.8). If T is not much larger than r then
we replace T by (T’ -@ T and by induction we already have propositions
6.3 and 6.4 for this scale. We also know that the difference between rta)
and rcT) goes as cr-d’2+1 (see the Rouche argument above) and for d L 5
this is small enough to obtain still the L, form of (6.8). See the end of
sect. 5 in ref. [21] for more details. (It is not difficult in fact.)
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By these arguments together with some care over whether symbols
like O(* . .) have a uniform meaning as r is raise-d, it is possible to
repeatedly replace propositions 6.3 and 6.4 by their primed versions for

,

a scale of T’S, rn - 2”” until any desired scale is reached with just one
initial choice of p.

The successive diffusion constants remain within O(p) of 1 because ’
the F$,, diagrams corresponding to afr(O) /r = A are infra-red convergent
for d 2 5. End of discussion.

Appendix A. Formal series for log 2 and eq. (3.1)

Proof of (2.3b). We substitute the definition of connected parts (2.2)
into the partition function (2.3a) and obtain

z=lz& c w dYP *c(y) *
* TEpartitions  o f  {l, 2 ,  .  ,N} YET

Noting that the dyp integral only depends on I YJ we define f(n) by

fO=/n : dyp q?,(Y) with IYl := n

and sum over all partitions 7r = { Yr , . . . , YM}  , with I Y,l = ni fixed,
C ni = N, n, 3 1, M fixed,

z=;$J’ c. M M! N! ii f(ni)
n17 . . .n‘v n,! * * * n,! i=l

l
’

= c - c fi f(ni>  = exP(z j$ Xn)) 7M! nl,.  . ,nM n,! * - - n,! i=l

which proves (2.3b).  n

Proof of (3.1). We expand e(X) out in graphs according to

e(X) = exp( - 4 C 'ij)

ijEX

= l--Ite -% - 1 + 1) n e-fvij

i<j iEX

= C n (e-%  _ 1) fl e-fvij

G on X ijEG ijEX
(A.l) a
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G is summed over all subsets of { ij; i < j, ij E X} which may be
visualised as graphs on X. Every G may be decomposed into a union of
connected components: G = U Gi and each connected component Gi is a
graph on some subset Yi of X. The sets Y1, . . . , YM define a partition 7r
of X. Thus to every G is associated a unique partition 7r. We resum all
the graphs G compatible with 7r:

G ijEG
1)=x n ( 2 11 (eeViL-1)).

r YET  G  c o n n e c t e d  ijEG
on Y

(A4

We combine (A.l) and (A.2) into an equation for @cl(X)  which we
compare with (2.2), the definition of connected parts. (3.1) follows
immediately. n

Appendix B. Proof of theorem 3.1

We will prove a “many-body potential” generalisation of
Suppose that the potential V has the form

theorem 3.1.

b is summed over finite sequences with values in X. The two-body case
is obtained by taking u(b) = 0 unless I bl, the length of the sequence, is
two. Set operations with b are performed with the set of distinct entries
in b. We number the elements in X 1,2, . . . and set

x, := (1) .

Introduce a potential W(X,;  sr), s, E [0, l] by a convex decoupling
across ax,. This means

W(X,; sl) := c s,(b)v(b)llb(!  ,
bcX

s,(b) : = s1 if b couples across 8X,,

= 1 otherwise .

b is said to couple across 8 Y, b cr a Y, if b contains objects in Y and the
complement of Y. More generally, if
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x,cx,c~~~cx,cx

is any sequence of strictly increasing subsets of X then we define ?

0)W(Xl, . . : , X,; s,, . . . , sJ := 2 s,(b)s,(b) - - - s,(b) -
bcX Ibl! -

with si(b) = si if b cr aXi, otherwise si(b) = 1. This also is a convex
decoupling. Now we attempt to decouple 1 from the rest of X. This
means we expand 1,9(x) = exp(-V(X)) by writing

tv) = 1

1
dsl a;c-w(xl>  sl) + e-w(xl, O)

0 1

= b zax (-v(b,))  1 ds, e-wCx17S1)  + e-wcxl,o’ . VW
1 1

We have expressed +(X) as the sum of two terms: in the second
{1} = Xl is decoupled from the rest of X, in the first a bond b between 1
and elements in X is exhibited. We set X2 = XI U b, and substitute into
the first term in (B. 1)) under the sum over b 1,

e -w(xl,sl)  =

I

&, a; c-w(&,x2,~l,~2)  +  ,-w(&,x2>d9 .

2

On performing alas, a coupling across ax, via a bond b, will be
exhibited allowing us to define X3 = X2 U b, and so on. The result of
continuing until X, = Xfor some r, leaving decoupled terms alone, is an
expansion for e(X) of the form

tw) = c w)+(x\y) (B-2)
Y31

where $(O) := 1,

K(Y):=emVcY)  i f  IYI =l,

otherwise
.
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K(Y):=C c c rI(-$)
r*2 X2,. . . ,X,-,  Ton Y bET

..,:. _
‘.

e

-W(X,s,s,=O)
, (B.3)

i(b) := sup{i: b cr ax,},

and T is summed over all trees on Y consistent with X. In this
many-body context, a graph consists of many-body bonds b, ,
b b
analogous

r-l C Y which connect the vertices, elements of Y, in a way
to the two-body case (for which each bi has length = 2). A

graph is a tree if it has the additional property that its vertices become
disconnected if any bond is removed.

(B.2) can be iterated, and it becomes

rclm= c rI K(Y).
repartitions of X YET

We chose on ordering of X so that, for each Y C X, a first element in Y
which will play the role of 1 is defined. By comparing this with (2.2) we
see

k(Y) = K(Y) -

By interchanging the sums over X and trees in (B.3) we see that (B.3)
has the form?

‘be(y) = c I-I (- $$) j- @T(s) e-V(S),
T bET

V(s) = c s(b)u(b)/lbl!  , s = (s(b)),
bcY

where dp,(s) is supported on convex decouplings of Y. By the same
arguments as presented in sect. 3, Federbush and Battle proved that dp,
is a probability measure in this many-body context. Thus a many-body
version of theorem 3.1 is proven.

‘These results contain factorials (I bl!) not present in theorem 3.1 because bonds b are
sequences and are considered as distinct when the order of entries differ, unlike sets.
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As in sect. 3 one can now prove some bounds analogous to corollary.
3.2. A

1. Corol lary  B. l .
(a) If V is stable

bwlbk(x)l d T;x bFT Ibl! ’
(b) If V is repulsive without self energies

IICI,(X)I  s 2 n le-“(b)“b’! - llllbl!
TonXbET

These results are merely rewordings of results by Federbush and Battle
in ref. [8].

Problem (Hard). These bounds are useful for lattice systems with many-body interac-
tions but, unlike the two-body case, yield no information on continuum systems (unless
they are converted to lattice systems). This is because there are too many tree graphs in
the many-body context. Can an improvement be found which gives a direct proof of
convergence of the Mayer expansion for continuum systems with many body potentials?

Appendix C

Equation (3.10a):  the main point is how to estimate a contribution to
log 2 from a fixed tree graph T on { 1,2, . . . , N} with incidence
numbers d,, . . . , d,. We explain it by the example illustrated in fig. 5.
The contribution of the tree graph displayed in fig. 5 is

c
Yl. ,Y,CA

K( Yl) * - * K( Ys) JJ (emqj - 1)
ijE T

(C.1)

l

Fig. 5. Five polymers Y,, . . . , Y, linked by a tree graph on {1,2, . . . ,5}.
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where uii = 03 if Yi fl Yi # 0, 0 otherwise. Thus exp(uij) - 1 vanishes
unless Yi fl ‘(j f 0. This means the polymers are forced to overlap in
pairs as specified by lines ij in T. We bound (C.l) in absolute value by
summing over polymers at the end of branches of the tree. For example,

. we sum over Y3 by holding fixed a point y3 in Y2 and summing over all Y3
containing y, obtaining a factor

shop y;y2 IK(Y,)I IY3id3-’ = Q(4).

3

The factor of I Y31 is not really there since d, - 1 = 0 but we include it to
make our subsequent procedure more uniform. Next we sum over y, in
Y2 which has the effect

fv2)+ IWJ I y*l
(this is why we are including I Yld-’ factors). Now we sum over Y2
containing a fixed point y, in Y, and obtain a factor Q(d,) . In this way
we can progressively do all the sums over Y’s, stripping off the
branches.

One of several possible orders is Y3, Y2, YS, Y4, Y1 which yields an
upper bound

QWQ@dQWQW  2 IW’J IW’* -
Y,CA

We can always arrange for Y1 to be the last polymer summed over. We
can bound the sum over Y1 by summing first over all Y, containing a
fixed point y, and then summing yi over A obtaining a factor 1~1.

Thus, the contribution of the graph at fig. 5 is less than

IAlQ(dl  + 1) fi Q(di>
i=2

and a general tree on N vertices would be bounded by the same
expression with 5 replaced by N. This bound leads directly to (3.10a)
and theorem 3.4 after summing over d,, . . . , d,.

Theorem 3.5 is a simple variation on the same theme.
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